Video surveillance with
Finnish expertise
Obseron Video Management Software

One software for all
your cameras
Obseron streamlines
surveillance
Obseron is an easy-to-use software for the purpose of efficiently
managing surveillance cameras and systems. Obseron is scalable
to all kinds of video surveillance systems, and can be used on
a desktop, as well as mobile devices using the Obseron mobile
app. We already perform so many of our important daily tasks on
laptops, smartphones and tablets, so why not video surveillance?

Made in Finland
Finland is known the world over for excelling in
technology, of which countless Finnish innovations
are proof. Obseron software likewise is coded in
Finland with Finnish expertise and know-how.
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Smashing
boundaries
Obseron has numerous
applications
A good video surveillance software should serve
the needs of its user, not vice versa. That is why
Obseron is made to serve customers from a variety
of different backgrounds, providing solutions to
challenges in fields such as the following:
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Industry
Shipyards
Shopping malls
Stores and supermarkets
Stadiums and venues
Parking areas
Warehouses and logistics
Construction sites
Service stations
Restaurants and bars
Small businesses
Housing companies
Schools and daycare centers
Private residences

Efficient and effortless
Obseron gives video
surveillance a boost with
easy-to-use features
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Monitor processes

See where you otherwise couldn’t

Obseron enables all-encompassing remote surveillance
of a business and its processes. The time-lapse feature
allows insight into how projects are coming along, and
surveying loading docks, finding missing packages
and clearing up uncertainties related to importing
and exporting goods has never been easier.

With Obseron you can have eyes in places where people
simply can’t go, such as robot work areas, areas for
storing and handling hazardous materials, confined
spaces, and areas with radiation or extreme hot or cold.

Prevent trespassing

Ensure smooth flow of traffic

Access control becomes more difficult the more
people and vehicles are on the move. The solution is
in support provided by security cameras connected
to Obseron. For instance, the software’s motion
detection will trigger an alarm and send a notification
of unsactioned activity in a surveyed area.

Surveillance cameras together with the Obseron license
plate recognition feature enable opening gates and
barriers remotely, which speeds up traffic and eliminates
unnecessary traffic jams. Clearing up uncertainties after
the fact also becomes easy when you have a clear record
of which vehicles have passed through at what time.

Uncover the hidden potential of your business
Obseron helps get the most out of video surveillance

Eliminate loss
An efficient security camera system is a powerful
deterrent to potential thefts and break-ins. By preventing
trespassing, security cameras help prevent loss resulting
from burglaries. Video surveillance is also a powerful
tool in preventing possible misuses at registers.

‘An efficient security
camera system is a
deterrent to potential
thefts and break-ins.’

Prevent accidents

Boost profitability

A camera image is not affected by human awareness or
error. When a camera monitors processes with constant
efficiency, locating and fixing problems becomes all the
more easy. In turn it is possible to ensure the safety of both
staff and customers by preventing accidents and mishaps.

Obseron enables getting an all-encompassing
view of business practices and processes. This
way it is possible to find bottlenecks in workflow
and improve efficiency. When work becomes
easier and less taxing, profitability goes up.
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Easily scalable
Obseron adapts to different systems effortlessly
Obseron is scalable to video surveillance systems of all sizes, making managing
them effortless. Systems can consist of one or more recorders, as well as remote
clients. Both IP and analog cameras can be connected to Obseron.
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Modern solutions made
cost-effective
Bring your old system
up to speed
Obseron can be used as part of a brand new system,
or it can connected to an existing one. Whatever your
hardware, with Obseron you can bring your old system
up to date. In the absence of a pre-existing system,
our large network of experts can deliver and help you
choose the system best suited to your needs.

Regular updates to Obseron ensure
your system is always up to date
Obseron product development has been active since
2004. We know that software that might’ve been top
of the line ten years ago, or even one year ago, is
not guaranteed to be so today. That is why we offer
regular updates to our software, so our clients always
have an up-to-date program at their disposal.
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Professional service
Your Obseron system is supported by
a comprehensive network of experts
obseron.com
sales@obseron.com
+358 20 7551 350
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